
Screwdriver bits are stored inside tool. 

Screwdriver bits are stored inside tool. 
6 Steel bit sizes: 1.5/2/3 mm Flat Head bits and

PH0, PH1, PH2 Phillip bits

Screwdriver bits are 
stored inside tool

8 Steel bit sizes: 1.5/2/3/3.5 mm Flat Head bits and PH00, 
PH0, PH1, PH2 Phillip bits

#5064 "Great Eight"
8 Bit Metal Screwdriver Tool Kit with Metal Clip
This tool kit was designed for easy tool storage and use.  Eight tools are 
housed inside this compact unit! 
Size: 4 1/4” x 1/2”. Imprint: 1” x 1/4”. Weight: 10 lbs. (100pcs.)
Minimum Quanitity: For 100 to 249, add .50 (G) each.

F i x  I t  A l l

Front lights up to allow working in light 
restrictive areas

Magnetic Slot
 Securely Holds Bits.

#5309 "Fix Six Bright"
6 Bit Metal Tool Kit with Lighted Tip 
and Metal Clip  (Patent # D706,105S)
This stylish screwdriver kit features 6 bits stored cleverly inside the metal body and a bright 
LED lighted tip for working in dark spaces.  Laser Engraved imprint included in price!
Size: 5” L x 1/2” Diam.  Imprint: 1-1/2” W x 1/4” H. Weight: 5 lbs. (100pcs.)
Minimum Quanitity:  For 100 to 149, add .50 (G) each.  

Pocket Toolkits are Great for the House or Car

Laser Setup Charge: 55.00 (G). Price Includes: Laser engraving imprint, one location. Additional Location: add .30 (G) running charge, plus Setup Charge.  Repeat Setup Charge: 
27.50 (G).
IMPORTANT: Please specify Promo #W3706 to receive special pricing at time of order placement as it cannot be applied later. This offer may not be combined with any other promotion, discount, 
coupon and/or special column pricing (EQP & NQP do not apply sorry no exceptions). Expires 12/31/2019. All prices are in US Dollars.  
 
Important Information:Laser engraving appears on actual item as tone on tone (as the laser engraving uses the laser to burn through the surface), on clear acrylic it appears white frost, on a proof laser engraving is most often shown in gray color. Imprint will 
shift slightly when printed or lasered. Each product is manufactured and printed individually, so 3/16” movement in logo alignment may result and cannot be considered a defect in printing.  Note on proofs: E Proofs are for logo placement and size approval 
only. The colors shown on e-proofs will not be accurately represented on monitors. Therefore, e-proofs cannot be an exact color representation and factory is not responsible for ANY variation. 0925
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50 100 250 500 1000+  

4.15 3.65 3.55 3.45 3.39 (C)

3.55 3.49 3.39 3.29 (C)

100 250 500 1000 2500  

2.90 2.75 2.65 2.55 2.49 (C)

2.69 2.59 2.49 2.35 (C)

  Was
$3.39(C)

$3.29 (C)        
1000 pcs+

  Was
$2.49(C)

$2.35 (C)        
2500 pcs+

LIGHTED TIP!

#5309 #5064


